TITLE: PARTS CLEANER RECYCLING

Regulatory Citation: 6 NYCRR Part 362

Applicability: Parts Cleaner

Purpose: Proper Recycling of Parts Cleaner.

Person or Department Responsible: MFT Laboratory (629-7377)

Schedule: Once every three months.

Procedures: The Automotive Department maintains a contract with Advanced Liquid Recycling to maintain and service the Parts Cleaner. Therefore, once every three months Advanced Liquid Recycling will service and replace the Parts Cleaner and transport the “dirty” Parts Cleaner off-site for recycling.

Automotive Technician will sign parts cleaning receipt and send to Coordinator of EHS and keep copy for Automotive department files.

Current vendor: Advanced Liquids

Record keeping: Parts Cleaner receipt

Record Location: Original Physical Plant Office
Copy Automotive Department

Contact: MFT Department Technician (629-7377)
Coordinators of Environmental, Health and Safety (629-7163)
Automotive Department Technician (629-7190)

HVCC-MFT-#5 parts cleaner